This paper provides new evidence on the long-run relationship between economic growth and labor's share in national income, based on a comprehensive panel data set for 123 countries from 1950 to 2004. Xie's primary finding is that labor's share follows a cubic relationship with real GDP per capita over the long process of development. At the beginning of the modern economic growth process, the share of labor in national income first decreases until an initial threshold is reached. After that, labor's share keeps increasing until the country's GDP per capita reaches a second threshold before falling again. Xie argues that these dynamics apply not only to the less developed countries in the postwar years, but also to the advanced countries like the United States and the United Kingdom during their early economic take-offs, starting in the late 18th and 19th century, respectively. Finally, he proposes a two-sector constant elasticity of substitution (CES)-type growth model and simulates the model to replicate and explain the possible mechanism behind such a nonlinear pattern of movements in labor's share.
EvolutIon of lAbor's shArE And nEw PAnEl AnAlysIs
In this section, I will present new empirical results on the movements of labor's share in national income.
In section 2.1 I first discuss various definitions of labor's share and explain why I choose my own definition. Section 2.2 shows the main panel regression results. In section 2.3 I provide additional robust checks, using a variety of control variables.
various definitions of labor's share
The simplest definition of labor's share in national income is the ratio of compensation to the employees to GDP minus indirect taxes as (1), the three economic transformations. Section 4 tries to test my empirical findings with the economic history of the United Kingdom and the United States. Section 5 develops a two-sector unified growth model, aiming at explaining the nonlinear and nonmonotonous dynamics of labor's share. Section 6 performs a simple simulation based on the proposed growth model. Section 7 concludes the paper.
EVOLUTION OF LABOR'S SHARE AND NEW PANEL ANALYSIS
In this section, I will present new empirical results on the movements of labor's share in national income. In section 2.1 I first discuss various definitions of labor's share and explain why I choose my own definition. Section 2.2 shows the main panel regression results. In section 2.3 I provide additional robust checks, using a variety of control variables.
Various Definitions of Labor's Share
The simplest definition of labor's share in national income is the ratio of compensation to the employees to GDP minus indirect taxes as (1), 
These data are generally available in the United Nations System of National Accounts. However, according to this simple formula, some countries seem to have too low of shares of labor income. Gollin (2002) attributes the abnormally lower value of labor's share in many developing countries to the failure of incorporating the income of the self-employed and noncorporate employees into the "employee compensation." Gollin thus names specification (1) as a naive method and improves the measure of labor's share by adopting several adjustments. One of Gollin's well-accepted corrections is shown by (2), These data are generally available in the United Nations System of National Accounts. However, according to this simple formula, some countries seem to have too low of shares of labor income. Gollin (2002) attributes the abnormally lower value of labor's share in many developing countries to the failure of incorporating the income of the self-employed and noncorporate employees into the "employee compensation." Gollin thus names specification (1) as a naive method and improves the measure of labor's share by adopting several adjustments. One of Gollin's well-accepted corrections is shown by (2),
The simplest definition of labor's share in national income is the ratio of compensation to the employees to GDP minus indirect taxes as (1),
These data are generally available in the United Nations System of National Accounts. However, according to this simple formula, some countries seem to have too low of shares of labor income. Gollin (2002) attributes the abnormally lower value of labor's share in many developing countries to the failure of incorporating the income of the self-employed and noncorporate employees into the "employee compensation." Gollin thus names specification (1) as a naive method and improves the measure of labor's share by adopting several adjustments. One of Gollin's well-accepted 
After this adjustment, some countries' labor shares are boosted up significantly. Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) generally confirm Gollin's methodology, and they especially prefer the estimation formula of (2).
The other method is to adjust the GDP data by assuming the corporate and noncorporate workers receive the same average earnings, as calculated by (3) Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) also proposed the imputed operating surplus of private unincorporated enterprises (OSPUE) method, by (4) and (5), (2) After this adjustment, some countries' labor shares are boosted up significantly. Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) generally confirm Gollin's methodology, and they especially prefer the estimation formula of (2).
The other method is to adjust the GDP data by assuming the corporate and noncorporate workers receive the same average earnings, as calculated by (3),
The simplest definition of labor's share in national income is the ratio of compensation to the employees to GDP minus indirect taxes as (1) 
The other method is to adjust the GDP data by assuming the corporate and noncorporate workers receive the same average earnings, as calculated by (3) Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) also proposed the imputed operating surplus of private unincorporated enterprises (OSPUE) method, by (4) and (5), (3) Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) Admittedly, the Gollin method of adjustment can help to mitigate some of the anomalies, for example: Without adjustment, Niger's labor share is calculated as about 16 percent with the naive method, but rises up to around 60 percent with the adjustment. However, as Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) put, there are only a few countries that have OSPUE (or mixed income) data available. Gollin (2002) covers only about 30 countries. Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) expand the coverage to about 50 countries. I finally gathered data for about 60 countries that have data available that satisfies the demands of (2). My dataset covers about 2,700 observations of employees' compensation, of which only 800 observations have corresponding mixed income data. Moreover, taking a close look at the data, I find countries with mixed income data available are either developed countries or poor countries only having a few observations. Moreover, according to my analysis, disparate calculating methodologies do not change much the relative time series trend in the movements of the labor share for a specific country. In table 1, I show the correlation between the naive measure (1) and sophisticated measure (2). The dependent variable is the "classical" definition of labor's share by Gollin (2002) . The correlation is high. In particular when I control the country fixed effect in column (3), I get a coefficient very close to 1. Admittedly, the Gollin method of adjustment can help to mitigate some of the anomalies, for example: Without adjustment, Niger's labor share is calculated as about 16 percent with the naive method, but rises up to around 60 percent with the adjustment. However, as Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) put, there are only a few countries that have OSPUE (or mixed income) data available. Gollin (2002) covers only about 30 countries. Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) expand the coverage to about 50 countries. I finally gathered data for about 60 countries that have data available that satisfies the demands of (2). My dataset covers about 2,700 observations of employees' compensation, of which only 800 observations have corresponding mixed income data. Moreover, taking a close look at the data, I find countries with mixed income data available are either developed countries or poor countries only having a few observations. Moreover, according to my analysis, disparate calculating methodologies do not change much the relative time series trend in the movements of the labor share for a specific country. In table 1, I show the correlation between the naive measure (1) and sophisticated measure (2). The dependent variable is the "classical" definition of labor's share by Gollin (2002) . The correlation is high. In particular when I control the country fixed effect in column (3), I get a coefficient very close to 1.
In addition, there are some limitations for these adjustment methods. The explicit or (5) Admittedly, the Gollin method of adjustment can help to mitigate some of the anomalies, for example: Without adjustment, Niger's labor share is calculated as about 16 percent with the naive method, but rises up to around 60 percent with the adjustment. However, as Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) put, there are only a few countries that have OSPUE (or mixed income) data available. Gollin (2002) covers only about 30 countries. Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) expand the coverage to about 50 countries. I finally gathered data for about 60 countries that have data available that satisfies the demands of (2). My dataset covers about 2,700 observations of employees' compensation, of which only 800 observations have corresponding mixed income data. Moreover, taking a close look at the data, I find 6 countries with mixed income data available are either developed countries or poor countries only having a few observations.
Moreover, according to my analysis, disparate calculating methodologies do not change much the relative time series trend in the movements of the labor share for a specific country. In table 1, I show the correlation between the naive measure (1) and sophisticated measure (2). The dependent variable is the "classical" definition of labor's share by Gollin (2002) . The correlation is high. In particular when I control the country fixed effect in column (3), I get a coefficient very close to 1.
In addition, there are some limitations for these adjustment methods. The explicit or implicit intention of the adjustments proposed by Gollin (2002) and followed by Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) is to narrow the analysis within the formal sector, or the modern corporated sector. It might be good enough for modern economic analysis, but it will mask many facts that are essential for studying long-run development, as emphasized by Kuznets, "the shift from personal enterprise to impersonal organization of economic firms" as well as the dual economy emphasized by Jorgenson (1961) .
Gollin (2002) States and Japan. A hypothesis to reconcile these seemingly abnormal facts is that a country's labor income share might firstly decrease at the beginning of economic development and then rise again at a later stage. Cross-country analysis in previous research cannot capture these interesting and crucial dynamics, especially during economic transformation.
Primary Panel Analysis
In this research, I adopt the panel method with fixed effects, so the naive measure of labor's share can be good enough when the country-specific characteristics are controlled. Although different countries could have disparate shares of a self-employed (not incorporated) sector, which can be captured by the constant item in a fixed effect panel model, the comovement of labor's share in the (formal) incorporated sector and the whole economy seems to be fairly high, as proved in well after removing the most important 22 commodity exporters (in terms of the commodity exports value to GDP ratio).
robustness checks with standard controls
In this section, I add standard control variables used in the long-run economic growth literature. All exercises in this subsection are panel regressions with both country and time fixed effects. The new results are presented in table 3. All variables are in five-year averages.
Firstly, in all the exercises the cubic relationship between the labor's share and the per capita GDP level is very robustly kept. In column (1) I add the updated school year variable by Barro and Lee (2000) .
Column (2) illustrates that the average human capital level follows a reversed U-shape relationship with labor's share. Investment generally increases the labor's share with other factors controlled, although this relationship is not always robust. However, population growth rate, institutional quality (from the Polity Project, as preferred by the present growth literature), and openness do not have very strong statistical relationships with the labor's share over time. Column (5) shows that inflation has a strong, negative correlation with labor's share, which is consistent with research elsewhere. In table A2 I show the corresponding regression results with the commodity exporters removed, and no obvious changes are found in the value and significance of the new set of coefficients.
I can recover and characterize the explicit relationship between the labor's share and real GDP per capita according to the coefficients derived from these regressions. Figure 1 To depict this with real data, in figure 2 I scatter the labor's share versus real GDP per capita with pooled data for four periods, 1970 periods, -74, 1980 periods, -84, 1990 periods, -94, and 2000 periods, -2004 demonstrate all countries' data in each period respectively along with the fitted curves.
This can also help to explain the "puzzles" encountered in the research of Gollin (2002) to the portion of the curve between the first local minimum and the local maximum, and so they are currently seeing a gradual rise in their labor's share. This will be discussed in detail in section 3.3. Finally, a small number of developed countries have arrived at the third part of the curve after exceeding the second turning point and will endure a drop in their labor's share again. I describe this recent stage of development as "financialization" and will conduct deeper analysis in section 3.4.
bEhInd thE vEIl of thE long-run MovEMEnts In lAbor's shArE
I attribute the nonlinear and nonmonotonous pattern in the movements of labor's share to the grand economic transformations. Some researchers like Kuznets stress the importance of production transformation, while others like Engel underline the evolution of the consumers' preferences. Probably these two forces have joined together to stimulate the unremitting evolution of the national economy as well as labor's share. In this section, I conduct a sectoral decomposition analysis of the change in labor's share over time to prepare for later statistical explorations. I then go on to discuss the three grand economic transformations that have happened or are happening right now. 
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The First Grand Transformation: Industrialization
Agriculture in many developing countries has very high labor's share. In premodern society agricultural production is mainly conducted by the farmers' hands largely without the help of capital-intensive equipment. After industrialization is finally completed, agriculture will become a capital-intensive sector with new supplies of mechanical equipment and fertilizers from the industrial sector, as evidenced by the experiences of OECD countries. Subramanian (2008) raises concern about sluggish wage growth in China. According to Bai and Qian (2009) , labor's share in China's agriculture is around 0.85 and has been relatively stable from 1978 to 2004. This value is much higher than that in industry and services. In the past 15 years, labor's share in industry has kept decreasing whereas that in the services sector is relatively constant. The joint effect is a significant drop in the aggregate labor share in the national income in recent years, which has provoked concerns and discussions in China. This is consistent with the reported 4 percentage point reduction in average wage's share from 1995 -06 by ILO (2008 . Nevertheless, in light of my new empirical findings in section 2, the reduction in labor's share at the present development stage seems to be unavoidable and the turning point should be coming very soon. shows a decline in real wages for urban workers (male and female, regular salaried and casual) over the NSS (1999) (2000) . Wage levels of workers are declining not only in the unorganized sector but also in the organized sector. Simultaneously the share of profit in value added in the organized sector is found to be rising. This echoes a report from the National Commission on Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector (NCEUS 2007) . The wage share in my organized industrial sector has halved after the 1980s. Although ILO (2008) does not provide India's wage's share data, the average real wage growth rates for the periods 1995-2000 and 2001-07 are reported to be 1 percent and 1.6 percent respectively, significantly lower than the real GDP growth rates. I plot in figure 9 the labor's share of the Indian economy since 1980, which confirms such a declining trend.
The Second Grand Transformation: Toward the Postindustrial Society
Following the industrialization process, modern services begin to expand simultaneously. Furthermore, at a later stage, the share of the services sector will continue to expand at the expense of industry. This procedure is sometimes called deindustrialization. Labor's share will (10) Therefore, the components (1)
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The Second Grand Transformation: Toward the Postindustrial Society
Following the industrialization process, modern services begin to expand simultaneously. Furthermore, at a later stage, the share of the services sector will continue to expand at the expense of industry. This procedure is sometimes called deindustrialization. Labor's share will capture the three types of sectoral contribution to the aggregate change in the national labor's share from time t to t + 1.
the first grand transformation: Industrialization
Subramanian (2008) Wage levels of workers are declining not only in the unorganized sector but also in the organized sector.
Simultaneously the share of profit in value added in the organized sector is found to be rising. This echoes a report from the National Commission on Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector (NCEUS 2007).
The wage share in my organized industrial sector has halved after the 1980s. Although ILO (2008) does not provide India's wage's share data, the average real wage growth rates for the periods 1995-2000 and 2001-07 are reported to be 1 percent and 1.6 percent respectively, significantly lower than the real GDP growth rates. I plot in figure 9 the labor's share of the Indian economy since 1980, which confirms such a declining trend. 
the second grand transformation: toward the Postindustrial society
Following the industrialization process, modern services begin to expand simultaneously. Furthermore, at a later stage, the share of the services sector will continue to expand at the expense of industry. This procedure is sometimes called deindustrialization. Labor's share will keep increasing in this process.
Ruiz (2005) 
the third (ongoing) transformation: financialization and the recent rise of the finance and real Estate sectors in developed countries
Many researchers have recognized the recent changes in labor's share in the OECD countries, e.g., Blanchard (1997 Blanchard ( ,1998 , Caballero and Hammour (1998) , Rodrik (1999) , Acemoglu (2002 Acemoglu ( , 2003 , Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003) , and Bentolila and Saint-Paul (2003) . They have examined a variety of potential contributors behind this, including nominal macro factors, institutional differences, labor markets, biased technical change, and monopoly. (1), (2), (3), (4) follows the definitions in section 3.1.
The sum of (1), (3), (4) From table 4, I can see agriculture in these developed countries has had a positive contribution to the change of aggregate labor's share. Industry reduced the aggregate labor's share by 2.6 percent.
Moreover, the effect of (1) Acemoglu (2002 Acemoglu ( , 2003 .
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THE ECONOMIC HISTORY
is largely built upon the empirical facts of the United Kingdom and the beginning of the 20th century. Most of the recent revisits of the problem ver OECD countries after WWII. The earliest GDP data available in the he United States had reached a per capita GDP level of US$11,233 and ived at US$8,081. The economic development level of both the United dom has been well above the first turning point of US$3,000. No wonder f labor's share has been observed by many prominent researchers. In this ke use of the evidence in the economic history to examine whether my are equally applicable to these developed countries in an early stage of m, 1500-2004 lution in human history originated in the United Kingdom in the later part Landes (1969) summarizes, "… In the eighteenth century, a series of the manufacture of cotton in England and gave rise to a new mode or system … These improvements constitute the Industrial Revolution."
by -2.44 percent. That is, the financial sector lessened the aggregate labor's share mainly due to its relative size expansion in the economy. I can see from the row D , the value-added share of the financial services sector gained in more than 10 percent from the total economy mainly at the expense of the industry (-8.9 percent). Interestingly, the contributors in these two sectors are disparate: For industry, it is through within-sector change of labor intensity; for the financial sector, it is due to the relative increase of the value-added share in the economy.
To understand movements within the financial services, I decompose it further and show the subindustry statistics in table 5.
Real estate activities (corresponding to the ISIC rev. 3 industrial code 70) have an extremely low value in terms of labor's share (6 percent). Moreover, the real estate sector is found to be the main cause of labor's share drop within the financial services (-1.84 percent). Once again, the expansion of the size of the real estate sector is the dominant factor that contributes to the drop in labor's share, i.e., (4) contribution to the change of aggregate labor's share. Industry red share by 2.6 percent. Moreover, the effect of ) 1 (
This gives strong support that biased technical change, i.e., laborcould have been the major cause of the decrease in labor's share w Acemoglu (2002 Acemoglu ( , 2003 . During the same period, the financial services also had a s aggregate labor's share by reducing it by 1.65 percent. Notably, t the effect of sectoral size change ) 4 (
by -2.44 percent. lessened the aggregate labor's share mainly due to its relative size can see from the row    -1975 , the value-added share of gained in more than 10 percent from the total economy mainly at (-8.9 percent). Interestingly, the contributors in these two sectors through within-sector change of labor intensity; for the financial s increase of the value-added share in the economy.
2000
To understand movements within the financial services, I the subindustry statistics in table 5.
Real estate activities (corresponding to the ISIC rev. 3 ind extremely low value in terms of labor's share (6 percent). Moreov found to be the main cause of labor's share drop within the financ Once again, the expansion of the size of the real estate sector is th contributes to the drop in labor's share, i.e., ) 4 (
by (-1 In sum, sectoral analysis in this section generally confirm by (-1.75 percent).
In sum, sectoral analysis in this section generally confirms my previous findings and helps us to understand the disparate dynamics behind these three types of grand economic transformations at different development stages.
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EvIdEncE froM thE EconoMIc hIstory
Modern growth theory is largely built upon the empirical facts of the United Kingdom and the United States since the beginning of the 20th century. Most of the recent revisits of the problem on labor's share only cover OECD countries after WWII. The earliest GDP data available in the PWT is in 1950, when the United States had reached a per capita GDP level of US$11,233 and the United Kingdom arrived at US$8,081. The economic development level of both the United States and United Kingdom has been well above the first turning point of US$3,000. No wonder the relative constancy of labor's share has been observed by many prominent researchers. In this section, I will try to make use of the evidence in the economic history to examine whether my new empirical findings are equally applicable to these developed countries in an early stage of development.
the united Kingdom, 1500-2004
The first industrial revolution in human history originated in the United Kingdom in the later part of the 18th century. As Landes (1969) summarizes, "… In the eighteenth century, a series of inventions transformed the manufacture of cotton in England and gave rise to a new mode or production-the factory system … These improvements constitute the Industrial Revolution." Lindert and Williamson (1983) conducted the first rigorous economic analysis of the English worker's living standards during the Industrial Revolution. Their new evidence endorsed an optimistic view of a rapid rise of the workers' real wages. Recently economic historians have discovered new evidence supporting the viewpoint of real average wage stagnation relative to the output during the industrial revolution of the United Kingdom. Feinstein (1998) estimates that over about 80 years from 1770 to 1850, the increase in real earnings was less than 30 percent (his estimates were at 10 to 15 percent). figure 12 , the labor's share dropped from above 60 percent at the end of the 18th century to below 50 percent in the middle of the 19th century, whereas the profit's share increased from 20 percent to nearly 50 percent. "Engels's pause" happened here, that is, the real wage lagged behind the rapid growth of output per worker. However, this "pause" changed dramatically from 1840 to 1900, during which the real wage increased by 123 percent and output per worker went up by only 90 percent.
The U-Shape pattern in the movements of labor's share during the British Industrial Revolution is consistent with my panel regression findings using modern-time data for a large number of countries 14 at various development levels. The United Kingdom transformed from a premodern agricultural society to an industrialized economy starting in the late 18th century in a similar way that many newly industrialized economies (NIEs) and developing countries have experienced about 200 years later, though it might have taken the United Kingdom a longer time to finish. According to Allen (2000) , the share of labor force in UK agriculture went down from more than 70 percent in 1500 via 55 percent in 1700 to 35 percent in 1800. In 1850, agriculture of the United Kingdom employed one-quarter of the labor force (Clark and Werf 1998) .
Economic historians have debated for a long time about the timing of agricultural revolution in the United Kingdom as well as its relationship with the Industrial Revolution. The "revisionists" like Allen (1999) offer new evidence supporting an earlier occurrence of the agricultural revolution that can be dated back to the 1500s. They see the rise of agricultural productivity and output had facilitated the debouchment of the Industrial Revolution. In fact, this view echoes many prominent researchers in the growth and development literature, as by Jorgenson (1961 Jorgenson ( , 1967 , Matsuyama (1992) , and most recently Rogerson (2002, 2007) , who emphasize the importance of food problems and the essential effect of the agricultural revolution on releasing the much-needed resources to the juvenile modern economic sector. An up-to-date example is unquestionable impact of the green revolution on development. I will build a growth model in section 5 following this line of argument.
Most recently, according to the EU KLEMS database, the United Kingdom reached its peak of labor's share in 1975 at 70 percent. Using five-year averages, its share decreased from 67 percent to 63 percent (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) . During the same period, its financial sector remarkably increased from 13 percent of GDP to 30 percent. The labor's share within the financial sector went down from 51.7 percent to 46.9 percent, which is significantly lower than the aggregate labor's share in the national economy.
In short, the full development process of the first industrial economy in human history presents a perfect example of the cubic relationship between the labor's income and the average income level.
the united states, 1790-1900
Is the United States special? A brief answer is no. My major data sources are the US Census Bureau (1975) and Carter et al. (2006) , which cover a wide range of economic time series dating back to the colonial times. I illustrate the historical evolution of the American labor's income and per capita GDP level in figure 13 . To make the long-run data series consistent, I use the wage share in the national income as a proxy of labor's share.
In the beginning of these time series, the GDP per capita of the United States was at US$1,200 (in 2000 constant US dollars) in 1790, and then gradually rose to US$3,000 (the supposed turning point) 15 toward the end of the 1870s. The US economy experienced a phenomenal industrialization during the second half of the 19th century. In 1860, more than 60 percent of the total labor force was still employed on farms, which were producing 35 percent of the total GDP, and the per capita GDP level was at US$2,300. My calculation shows that the ratio of all workers' wages to the GDP was around 70 percent then. Ten years later (in figure 13 I interpolate and connect 1860 and 1870 labor's share points with a dotted line, due to the lack of data in between), this ratio went down to 60 percent ending in 1870. Labor's share continued to decline to below 50 percent in 1880. From then on this downward trend was just reversed. In the next 10 years, from 1880 to the 1890s, the wage's share in GDP gained 10 percent, gradually returning to 60 percent. In 1900 the share of farms' value added in GDP decreased to 20 percent. Since 1900, the wage's share in GDP has been stabilized at around 65 percent (except for the period of the Great Depression), during which time the Kaldor Fact had been generally applicable.
Therefore, the United States was not very different from other countries in terms of the industrialization process, although the United States completed it in a faster pace than the United Kingdom and much earlier than most of the other countries. For the modern part of US economic development, a Solow growth model with a constant labor's share of 65 percent could be a very good approximation of the real economy (good enough for modern economic analysis and forecast); however, when I need to seriously study the premodern and industrialization stages of the American economy, I
probably cannot take the constancy of labor's share for granted and might want to further scrutinize the historical data.
Japan, 1955-2000
Japan's postwar economic development also defies the constancy of the labor's share. I draw the Japanese labor's share and real GDP per capita for the post WWII period in figure 14 . In 1955, the labor's share in the national income of Japan was as low as 44 percent, and its GDP per capita was at US$3,100, exactly surpassing the first turning point. In 40 years, Japan's aggregate labor's share had risen to 61 percent ending in 1998, according to the Japanese official sources. In addition, very comparable to other highly developed countries, the value-added share of Japan's finance, insurance, real estate, and business services sector increased from 15 percent to 25 percent from the end of the 1970s to 2000.
summary
The generalized fact of the cubic form movements in labor's share is not only applicable to nowadays developing countries: It seems to describe a universal story of economic transformations, no matter when it happened, be it the late 1700s in the United Kingdom, the second half of 19th century in the United States, the 1950s through the 1970s in Japan, the 1970s through the 1990s in Korea, or the present in China and India.
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In this section, I build a neoclassical two-sector growth model based on CES production function. This model intends to explain the nonlinear and nonmonotonous movements of labor's share during long-run growth, especially during structural transformations. I take the first grand transformation as my baseline case and build an explicit model to explore the mechanism behind this important structural change, i.e., from the premodern agricultural society to the industrial economy.
consumer's Problem
I specify the consumer's preference structure in terms of Engel's law, one of the most robust empirical findings in economics. Recent formulations along this line include Kongsamut, Rebelo, and Xie (2001) , and Gollin, Parente, and Rogerson (2007) . I take a preference form very close to Gollin, Parente, and Rogerson (2007) . Typical infinite-lived households have preferences as (11)
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There are two production sectors in the economy: the agricultural sector and the modern sector. Due to nonlinearity of the utility function and limited agricultural productivity in the premodern era, all labor is employed in agriculture. With the improvement of agricultural technology, a modern sector can grow by absorbing the released labor from agriculture. My framework is purely neoclassical and assumes equal marginal productivity of labor across sectors. I adopt CES production functions for the two sectors. For simplicity, I assume Hicks-neutral technologies. Population dynamics are also assumed away.
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The Modern Sector, Grand Transformation, and Modern Economic Growth
After the threshold of agricultural consumption  a is reached at time T , the modern sector emerges and some portion of the labor force starts to mitigate to the modern sector. The factor market always clears to get (15) .
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Because the quantity of land is almost fixed, L N is thus approximately constant. I will normalize L N to be 1 in the following analysis.
The modern sector utilizes capital K and Labor m L , following a CES -form (16),
 is the elasticity of substitution in the modern sector, with p denoting the price of modern goods relative to the agricultural goods. The modern sector technology follows (17),
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Modern goods are either consumed or invested, whilst agricultural goods are used only for consumption. Thus I have (18) and (19),
Moreover, I assume there is a very small amount of capital 0 k available at time T .
Competitive Equilibrium
Analysis of the premodern stage is easy because only agricultural goods are produced and consumed. I limit my discussion of the dynamic optimization problem to the period after the modern economy starts (at time T ). Then from (18), I can derive (20),
From (20) I can derive the dynamics of the share of labor allocated to agriculture over time (21), which is solely determined by the technology parameter in agriculture. Therefore, I treat a l and m l as exogenous variables.
Applying the market clearing condition (15) to (19) and (21), I get (22),
Therefore, the optimal sequence of choices is {
subject to the constraint condition (22), (15) and (21).
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Then I provide an analytical solution: the current-value Hamiltonian, Then I provide an analytical solution: the current-value Hamiltonian,
with the state variable k , control variable m , and current-value costate variable .
 The necessary conditions are,
The optimal consumption of the modern goods follows the Euler equation (28),
where r is the real interest rate.
Dynamics of labor's share
I will examine the evolution of labor's share within these growth dynamics. The labor's share in agriculture is calculated as (30),
In the premodern society, all labor is employed in agriculture to meet the subsistence needs, so L L a  . I can get (31),
Equation (31) shows that the labor share La S in the premodern era is invariant.
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. That is, land-abundant countries will have relatively high labor's share in national income.
After the modern sector starts, labor's share in agriculture becomes (32),
Moreover, this share is a function of the land per capita when
That is, land-abundant countries will have relatively high labor's share in national income.
Similarly, labor's share in the modern sector is,
The aggregate labor share in the national income  can be represented by sectoral value-added composition, as defined by (34) - (35),
The relative price of the modern goods to the agricultural goods p is determined by (35).
I can see from (32) In an alternative way, the evolution of the aggregate labor's income share in national income can be described as (37),
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The aggregate labor share in the national income f can be represented by sectoral value-added composition, as defined by (34) - (35),
I can see from (32) that with the development of the modern sector Moreover, this share is a function of the land per capita when
I can see from (32) In an alternative way, the evolution of the aggregate labor's income share in national income can be described as (37), 
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Wage w is derived as in (39), The intuition behind these dynamics is, if the agriculture releases more labor than the modern sector can easily absorb, the wage rate will be brought down relatively. In the beginning of modern economic take-off, capital is comparatively rare, thus demanding higher return. However, k will keep growing and finally labor turns out to be the relatively scarce factor. This will reverse the downward trend in the movements of labor's share in the economy.
A simple simulation
In this section, I conduct a simple calibration and simulation for the above-discussed growth model.
As an important example, I try to test whether a nonmonotonous pattern of movement in labor's share could really emerge from my proposed model during the British Industrial Revolution. My model-based simulation tracks quite well with the empirical evidence provided by Allen (2007) . The proposed multisector CES growth model is helpful for understanding the nonlinearity in the movements of labor's share during economic transformations. The details of simulation will be provided later.
conclusIons
In this paper I present a new set of evidence to characterize the long-run evolvement of labor's share accompanying the modern economic development. The movements of labor's share demonstrate a nonlinear and nonmonotonous pattern after the debut of the modern economic sector. I summarize this as a generalized fact that labor's share tracks a cubic relationship with the economic development level, due to the grand economic transformations. I have further explored the evidences from economic history and confirmed this generalized relationship is also applicable to the earlier development stage of the United Kingdom and the United States, whose contemporary economic time series (summarized by the Kaldor fact) inspired the standard modern growth theory. The Kaldor fact however can be seen as a special case focusing on the relatively stable portion upon the long cubic curve. The mainstream Cobb-Douglas class growth models are not able to capture the nonmonotonous pattern in the labor's share movements, while my proposed two-sector CES-form model is qualified for explaining this dynamics. Calibration and simulation based on the proposed growth model fit the historical facts fairly well. Note: Column (3), the real estate sector (ISIC rev. 3: 70) is a subsector of column (2) (ISIC rev. 3: K).
Source: EU KLEMS database.
